Double random phase encoding for cancelable face and iris recognition.
Most modern security systems depend on biometrics. Unfortunately, these systems have suffered from hacking trials. If the biometric databases have been hacked and stolen, the biometrics saved in these databases will be lost forever. Thus, there is a desperate need to develop new cancelable biometric systems. The basic concept of cancelable biometrics is to use another version of the original biometric template created through a one-way transform or an encryption scheme to keep the original biometrics safe and away from utilization in the system. In this paper, the optical double random phase encoding (DRPE) algorithm is utilized for cancelable face and iris recognition systems. In the proposed cancelable face recognition scheme, the scale invariant feature transform is used for feature extraction from the face images. The extracted feature map is encrypted with the DRPE algorithm. The proposed cancelable iris recognition system depends on the utilization of two iris images for the same person and features are extracted from both images. The features extracted from one of the iris images are encrypted with the DRPE algorithm, provided that the second phase mask used in the DRPE is generated from the other iris image features. This trend guarantees some sort of feature fusion between the two iris images into a single cancelable iris code and increases user privacy. Simulation results show good performance of the two proposed cancelable biometric schemes even in the presence of noise, especially with the proposed cancelable face recognition scheme.